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Pre-war artists and designers dreamt of creating a new quality of exhibit-
ing contemporary art. El Lisicki, referencing Raum für konstruktive Kunst 
(Room of Constructionist Art, Dresden, 1926), pointed to the need of going 
beyond the traditional idea of exposition and creating a new “standard of 
space”, which would reveal the zeitgeist. Herbert Bayer, the author of the 
diagram Field of Vision (1930), Frederick Kiesler with the exhibition system 
L+T (Leger und Trager) (1924), as well as Kazimierz Malewicz and László 
Moholy-Nagy, sought the prototypes of a “general environment” for art1. 
They understood it twofold – as a volatile, active environment, rejecting  
the illusion of permanence and neutrality of an exhibition to subject it to the  
rules of fluidity and interchangeability, and as a space for presentation  
of art, where objects would remain in constant motion, with ideas circulat-
ing between them. Thus, an exhibition was to be a zone of mutual connec-
tion (between an artist and a curator, and a spectator) based on coinci-
dence and processuality – a space of negotiation, where the meaning of 
words and things is not constant, but open for discussion.

1  Bayer’s diagram illustrated and rationalised the perception of space of 
a spectator situated in its centre and referred its non-perspectival feeling. 
Bayer’s main idea was to place wooden panels with prints on different wall 
levels, above and below the line of sight, at an angle (as opposed to the ones 
attached flat), creating a notion of “visual surroundings”. He used this approach 
in the design of a furnished room and architecture created as a part of the 
Deutscher Werkbund installation, presented at the Exposition de la Société des 
Artistes Décorateurs international exhibition in Paris (1930).

EXHIBITION  AS A MEDIUM OF HISTORY



Lisicki reformulated the dominating notion of exposition as a passive, 
contemplative “space for exhibiting” (exhibēre in Latin) to a “demonstra-
tion space”. In the purposely-named Demonstrationsräumen (Demonstra-
tion Rooms) in Dresden, and in Hannover two years later, he waived the 
aestheticized space, which disassociated the spectators. His spaces did 
manifest something, however – they included political messages, stimu-
lated the viewers’ reactions, and were at the same time open for expres-
sive propaganda contents, from which he himself did not shy away. The 
noun die Demonstration used by the artist, apart from its strictly political 
sense, has two other meanings – “disclosure, revelation” and “suggestive 
deduction, illustrative presentation (of a school experiment, for example)”.2 
In this sense, the design of Lisicki’s expositions, seen literally as “demon-
strations”, were to provoke, strike with their force, originality, and novelty 
of formal solutions, like with the Soviet Pavilion at the Pressa International 
Press Exhibition in Cologne in 1928. The montage environment, designed 
there in partnership with constructors and technicians, was an innovative 
example of adaptation of experiments from the fields of science and art. 
These strategies, transferred to the field of exhibitions, caused a “sensory 
confusion”3 in the spectators, making the exhibition a medium for pre-
senting a political platform. According to Maria Gough, these measures 
proposed a radical alteration of proportions between spatial arrangement 
of visual tensions and the sensations elicited in the audience. It allowed to 
apply spatial and technical solutions hitherto utilized in theatre, cinema, or 
advertising psychology. While Bertold Brecht incorporated some elements 
of exhibition art into epic theatre, Lisicki enlivened the static presentation of  
works of art, making the exhibition space into a hypnotizing, captivating 
scene. In this suggestive presentation, the works of art served as actors.4

These and other examples of artist exhibitions of pre-war avant-garde 
became an inspiration for the international conference “Exhibition as a Me-
dium of History”, held as a part of the project Trauma & Revival. Cultural re-
lations between Eastern and Western Europe (2016–2018). It includes nine 
exhibitions using various methods to reference subjects related to Europe, 
art, and European values and heritage from 1945 until the present day. The 
subject of reflection of the invited guests will be not only the socio-political 
message presented by the selected expositions, but most of all – curator 

2   Entry Demonstration, die in: Duden. Deutsches Universalwörterbuch, http://
www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/Demonstration [access date: 03.09.2017].
3   More on this in Maria Gough’s Constructivism Disoriented: El Lissitzky’s 
Dresden and Hannover Demonstrationsräumen in Situating El Lissitzky. Vitebsk, 
Berlin, Moscow, ed. N. Perloff, B. Reed, Los Angeles, 2003, p. 89.
4   El Lisicki: “space must be… a scene… where images appear like… actors in 
tragedy (or comedy)”. Quoted after Maria Gough, Constructivism Disoriented, 
op. cit., p. 77. Judith Barry compares Lisicki’s measures to a different exhibition 
system from the 1920s – dioramas activating the spectators. Judith Barry, 
Dissenting Spaces, in: The Museums as Arena. Artists on Institutional Critique, 
ed. Ch. Kravagna, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Cologne, 2001, p. 84–85.

gestures, exhibition strategies, and visual means and constructions that 
comprise a precise message transmitted by the exhibition artists to the vis-
itors. Diagnoses and recognitions of the moment in history when they were 
created are equally interesting to us as their exhibition mise-en-scène.

MAGDALENA ZIÓŁKOWSKA 
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introduction and welcoming
Magdalena Ziółkowska4 PM

SESSION ONE: 
1945–1968
moderated by 
Daria Bocharnikova

Warsaw Accused 
Agata Pietrasik

EXPO 1958 in Brussels 
David Crowley

Del Tercer Mundo [From the Third World] 
Maria Berrios

lecture
Anthony Gardner
“Reworldings: Solidarities and Possibilities 
During Europe’s Cold War Biennials”

5  
PM  
– 
8  
PM

4:15  
PM  
– 
5  
PM



LECTURE

Internationalism in art of the early twentieth century has been dead for thir-
ty years”, declared critic Harold Rosenberg in 1951. “The earlier internatio-
nalism has been superseded by a global art whose essence is precisely the 
absence of qualities attached to any geographical center”. If, according to 
Rosenberg, the centrifugal influence of Constructivism, Surrealism, or Dada 
had lost its Eurocentric stranglehold, then what had emerged to replace 
it was what Rosenberg called a “New Globalism” – an art, he continued, 
“[s]wamped in contemporaneity” and that found its home in the large-sca-
le, often perennial, so-called “world art exhibitions” that were becoming an 
important exhibition medium of the period. In this talk, I want to explore Ro-
senberg’s suggestion of a different kind of internationalism as it emerged 
through new models of art exhibition, including but not limited to biennials, 
after World War Two. In Europe in particular, how did these exhibitions seek 
to offer different conceptions of the world and of cultural exchange from 
the usual binary axes of the period (east-west, communist-capitalist), and 
to reworld the world, we might say, through their mix of politics and art?

ANTHONY GARDNER
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MARIA BERRIOS sociologist, critic, and curator.  
Together with Ignacio Gumucio and Francisca Sánchez, she co-created Vaticanochico, 
an exhibition and research collective. She’s currently working on her PhD at the Gold-
smith College (University of London), researching gossip, conceptual humour, secrecy, 
concealment, and vanishing. She authored numerous texts on contemporary culture 
and art of Latin America. Co-editor of Documenta 12 Magazines (2007). She curated the 
following exhibitions: Transduction project (with the LaMe Lisette Lagnado collective, 
Berlin, 2011); Drifts and Derivations: Experiences, journeys and morphologies (Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid, 2010); El eco de los propios pasos (San-
tiago de Chile, 2009); and a series of research expeditions entitled Sportivo (with the 
Vaticanochico collective, Santiago-Chillán, 2011), and Neolandia (Santiago-Mendoza, 
2010). Participant of the Impossible Show projects (Temporary Gallery. Zentrum für 
zeitgenössische Kunst, Cologne, 2013).

DARIA BOCHARNIKOVA historian  
of contemporary Russia, interested in other countries of Eastern Europe and Eurasia. She 
is interested in the history of contemporary architecture and urban planning of socialist 
and post-socialist countries. Researcher at the Faculty of Architecture of University of Leu-
ven. Lecturer of the Smolny College, Faculty of Liberal Arts and Science, at the University  
of Saint Petersburg, where she graduated in 2007. She also studied at the Ural State  
University in Yekaterinburg (2003) and the University of Wisconsin-Madison (2011).  
She completed her dissertation, Inventing Socialist Modern: a History of the Architectural  
Profession in the Soviet Union (1932–1971) at the European University Institute in Flor-
ence, in which she studied the history of diverse visions of socialist architecture formu-
lated by Soviet architects. Between 2012 and 2016, she was the beneficiary of the Andrew 
Gagarin Trust and Andrew Gagarin Fellowship, Open Society Institute and the Academic 
Fellowship Program for Returning Scholars (2012–2014), as well as the European  
University Institute, and the Global Supplementary Grant (2009–2010). Since 2012,  
she co-manages the Second World Urbanity research project, devoted to history, architec-
ture, urban planning, and everyday life of socialist cities of Eurasia and other regions.

DAVID CROWLEY critic, curator, and professor 
at the School of Humanities of the Royal College of Art in London, from which he also 
graduated. He is also a graduate of the University of Brighton and a student of the Krakow 
Academy of Arts (in the 1980s). He is interested in the history of graphic design and  
visual communication of the post--war period, especially that specific to the countries of 
Eastern Europe. Curator of the Warsaw International Poster Biennale, entitled The Poster 
Remediated (Warsaw, 2016) and the following exhibitions: Notatki z podziemia. Sztuka 
i muzyka alternatywna w Europie Wschodniej 1968––1994 (Notes from the Underground. 
Alternative Art and Music in Eastern Europe 1968–1994; Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź, 2016– 
–2017), Dźwięki elektrycznego ciała. Eksperymenty w sztuce I muzyce w Europie Wschod-
niej 1957–1984 (Sounds of an Electric Body. Experiments in Art and Music of Eastern 
Europe 1957–1984; Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź, 2012 / Calvert 22, London, 2013), The Power 
of Fantasy. Modern and Contemporary Art from Poland (BOZAR, Brussels, 2011), and Cold 
War Modern: Design 1945–1970 (Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 2008–2009).  
Co-editor of such publications as Pleasures in Socialism: Leisure and Luxury in the Eastern 
Bloc (Northwestern University Press, 2010), and Socialist Spaces. Sites of Everyday  
Life in the Eastern Bloc (Oxford–New York, 2003).

ANTHONY GARDNER professor of history 
and theory of contemporary art, author of numerous theoretical texts and articles,  
Director of Post-graduate Studies at the Ruskin School of Art. His main research interests 
are post-colonialism, post-socialism, connections between art and politics, and history  
of curating. He is interested in installation art, performance, exhibition history, and  
the activities of cultural institutions in Central and Eastern Europe, Australasia, and areas, 
which underwent the decolonization process. He studied art history, law, and French  
philology at the Melbourne University. In 2009, he obtained a doctorate in art history at 
the Centre for Contemporary Art and Politics at the University of New South Wales in  
Sydney. Received a scholarship of the Australian Research Council at the University  
of Melbourne (2011–2012), The Queen’s College in Oxford, and the Andrew Mellon 
Foundation at the Courtauld Institute of Art in London (2010–2011). He also conducts 
research on biennale history and the history of exhibitions and other post-WW2 cura-
tor projects. Author of Politically Unbecoming: Postsocialist Art against Democracy 
(Cambridge, USA, 2015), co-author of Biennials, Triennials, and Documenta: The Exhibi-
tions that Created Contemporary Art (Hoboken, 2016). Co-editor of the anthology Neue 
Slowenische Kunst. From Kapital to Capital. An Event of the Final Decade of Yugoslavia 
(Ljubljana–London, 2015), and the ARTMargins magazine.



ECKHART GILLEN doctor, art historian, curator,  
member of the International Association of Art Critics (AICA). Lecturer of artistic universi-
ties in Berlin, Bielefeld, Dresden, Halle, and Kassel. His interests are focused on Eastern 
European art, in particular art of post-WW2 East Germany. As a researcher and curator, he 
reflects upon German art of the Cold War period. Until 1996, he managed the “Kunstdo-
kumentation SBZ/DDR 1945–1990” project, which aimed at researching selected aspects 
of visual arts, art theories, architecture, and urban planning within the Soviet occupation 
area in Germany/GDR. Exhibition curator for the “Kulturprojekte Berlin GmbH”. Together 
with Stephanie Barron, he co-organised the exhibition Art of Two Germanys (Los Angeles/
Nuremberg/Berlin, 2009–2010). Publisher, editor, and co-editor of numerous publications, 
including Feindliche Brüder?: Der Kalte Krieg und die deutsche Kunst 1945–1990 (Berlin, 
2009), Art of two Germanys: Cold War Cultures (New York, 2009), Das Kunstkombinat DDR. 
ZÄSUREN einer gescheiterten Kunst politik (Cologne, 2005), Kunstdokumentation SBZ / 
DDR 1945 – 1990. Aufsätze, Berichte, Materialien (Colo gne, 1996), Zwischen Revolution-
skunst und Sozialistischem Realismus (Ostfildern, 1979).

MARIKA KUŹMICZ doctor, founder, and chair-
man of the ARTon Foundation, a non-profit organization involved in research of Polish 
art of the 1970s. Author and editor of publications on art from that period (such as the 
monograph Warsztat Formy Filmowej [Film Form Workshop], Łódź, 2016), exhibition curator. 
Participant of international conferences, such as L’Émergence de l’art vidéo en Europe  
: historiographie, théorie, sources et archives (National Library of France and The Institut 
national d’histoire de l’art, 2016). Coordinator of an interational project entitled Forgot-
ten Heritage – European Avant-Garde art online, a part of the Creative Europe project. 
Lecturer of the University of Warsaw and the Collegium Civitas.

JAROSŁAW LUBIAK doctor, art critic and 
historian, curator, deputy director of the Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle 
in Warsaw, lecturer at the Painting and New Media Department of the Art Academy of 
Szczecin. He deals with history of 20th century art, contemporary art, and their relations 
to contemporary philosophy and socio-economic transformations. His research inter-
ests are focused on the connections between philosophy, aesthetics, politics, and the 
public sphere. Graduated from the Art History Institute of the Adam Mickiewicz University 
in Poznań and the Graduate School for Social Research at the Institute of Philosophy 
and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw. Long-standing curator of 
the Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź (until 2014). Curator of such exhibitions as Slavs and Tatars 
(Centre for Contemporary Art, Warsaw, 2016/2017), Przestrajanie. Leszek Knaflewski 
i audiosfera (Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej, Warszawa, 2015), Korespondencje. Sztuka 
nowoczesna i uniwersalizm (with Małgorzata Ludwisiak, Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź, 2012), 
Wrogościnność: podejmowanie obcych (with Kamil Kuskowski, Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź, 
2010), Sąsiedzi/Nachbarn. Wątki niemieckie w polskiej sztuce współczesnej (with Kamil 
Kuskowski, Gdańsk City Gallery, 2010).

DARIA MILLE curator and researcher, working at the Center 
for Art and Media in Karlsruhe. She graduated from art history and culture animation.  
She studied in Germany, France, and Russia. Her research interests include contemporary 
art and artistic performative activities since the 1960s, globalization, communication, 
new technologies, and their influence on life of people today. Between 2008 and 2011 she 
was a deputy curator at the Moscow Biennale of Contemporary Art. She was a cooperat-
ing curator for an interdisciplinary project entitled Globale. The New Art Experience in the 
Digital Age (2015–2016), organized on the 300th anniversary of foundation of Karlsruhe. 
She co-authored the exhibition Art in Europe 1945–1968: Facing the Future (exhibition 
was presented in Brussel’s BOZAR, Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe, and the Pushkin 
State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow, 2016–2017). Co-organized exhibitions at the 
Center for Art and Media, such as Inphosphere (a part of the Globale project, 2015–2016), 
Beuys Brock Vostell (2014), and Sensor. Time for Young Approaches (2012).



AGATA PIETRASIK art historian interested in 
early post-WW2 art, questions of memory, and representation of Holocaust in art,  
as well as mutual relations of aesthetics, ethics, and politics. Graduated from the Art 
History Institute of the University of Warsaw and scholarship holder of the DAAD German 
Academic Exchange Service, currently preparing her doctorate at the Art History Depart-
ment of the Free University of Berlin. Author of scientific papers on 1940s art, such as 
Budowniczowie ruin: reprezentacje zburzonej Warszawy w rysunku i wystawach lat 
40. (Widok. Teorie i praktyki kultury wizualnej, no. 11, 2015), Abstraction & Figuration in 
the Auschwitz Memorial From Consensus to Dissensus (in: Die Transformation der Lager. 
Annäherungen an die Orte nationalsozialistischer Verbrechen, ed. A. Kleja, K. Stoll, 
A. Wienert, Bielefeld, 2011). Co-editor of Czas debat. Antologia krytyki artystycznej  
z lat 1945–1954 (Warsaw, 2016).

BOJANA PIŠKUR doctor and curator of the Museum 
of Modern Art in Ljubljana. Interested in relations and manifestations of political motifs 
in the field of art with emphasis on regions of former Yugoslavia and Latin America. 
Researcher of practices of neo-avant-garde artists in countries of former Yugoslavia, 
radical education, new types of institutionalism, curator practice policies, affect politics, 
and relations of art forms to political resistance. Art history graduate of the University 
of Ljubljana, received her doctorate degree at the Art History Institute of the Charles 
University in Prague. Member of the Radical Education Collective in 2006–2014. Curator of 
exhibitions and projects, such as Glossary of Common Knowledge (with Zdenka Badovi-
nac, Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana, 2014–2016), Grammar of Freedom / Five Lessons: 
Works from the Arteast 2000+ Collection (with Snejana Krasteva and Zdenka Badovinac, 
Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, Moscow, 2015), This Is All Film! Experimental Film 
in Yugoslavia 1951–1991 (with Ana Janevski, Jurij Meden, and Stevan Vuković, Museum of 
Modern Art, Ljubljana, 2010).

LUCY STEEDS doctor working at the University of Arts 
London, responsible for the Research Network (RNUAL) postgraduate PhD program. Mem-
ber of the university’s Research Centre for Transnational Art, Identity and Nation (TrAIN). At 
the university’s Central Saint Martins’ “Afterall” organization, she manages the Exhibition 
Histories project, in which she works on research and publications on critical analysis of 
art exhibitions of the last 60 years. Her research interests include contemporary art theory 
and history, exhibition history, and exhibition studies. She received her doctorate in the 
field of history of culture at the Goldsmith College (University of London), where she also 
studied visual culture. She also studied experimental psychology (Balliol College, Oxford 
University) and art history (Courtauld Institute, London). She gained curatorial experi-
ence at the Arnolfini Gallery (Bristol, 1998–2004). Author of Exhibition (Documents of 
Contemporary Art series, London, 2014) and co-editor (with Paul O’Neill and Mick Wilson) 
of The Curatorial Conundrum: What to Study? What to Research? What to Practice? (New 
York–Cambridge, 2016).

KUBA SZREDER doctor, independent curator, writer,  
originator, and organizer of projects bordering on art, critical reflection, and social experi-
ments, initiator of the Free/Slow University of Warsaw (since 2009). In curatorial work,  
he focuses on social and political contexts, and public space activities. He graduated from 
the Sociology Department at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. In 2015, he received  
his doctoral degree at the Loughborough University School of the Arts (on political and 
economic aspects of independent curator projects). Organizer of numerous conferences, 
such as Sztuka i praca po końcu zatrudnienia (Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, 2015), 
Podział pracy oraz związanej z nią dystrybucji kapitałów społecznych i ekonomicznych 
w polu sztuk wizualnych we współczesnej Polsce (Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, 
2014), Praca wielości? Ekonomia polityczna społecznej kreatywności (University of 
Warsaw, 2011). Co-editor of Futuryzm Miast Przemysłowych (Krakow, 2007) and Fabryka 
Sztuki (Warsaw, 2015). Author of the book ABC Projektariatu. O nędzy projektowego  
życia (Warsaw, 2016).



STEVEN TEN THIJE researcher, philosopher, 
art historian, curator of the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven. Associated with the University 
of Hildesheim, where he lectures and works on his doctorate. In scientific endeavours, he 
is interested in the development of exhibition practices of collections at modern and  
contemporary art museums in the second half of the 20th century. He published articles 
and reviews in such magazines as De Witte Raaf, Simulacrum, and Afterall. Co-curator 
of the Spirits of Internationalism: 6 European Collections 1956–1986 exhibition (Van 
Abbemuseum, 2012) and Play Van Abbe, Part 2: Time Machine (Van Abbemuseum, 2010). 
Currently, he is involved in the project The Uses of Art – The Legacy of 1848 and 1989 
(part of the multiannual initiative L’internationale).

TOMASZ ZAŁUSKI doctor, art historian and 
theoretician, and philosopher. Adjunct at the Department of Art History and Theory  
of the Fine Arts Academy in Łódź and the Media and Audio-visual Culture Department of 
the University of Łódź. Author and translator of texts on such subjects as contemporary 
French philosophy, and modernist and contemporary art, including Modernizm artystycz-
ny i powtórzenia. Próby reinterpretacji (Krakow, 2008). Editor of Sztuki w przestrzeni 
transmedialnej (Łódź, 2010) and Skuteczność sztuki (Łódź, 2014). Translated Jean-Luc 
Nancy’s The Inoperative Community (with Michał Gusin, Wrocław, 2010).
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